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7pm. 

888 elegant room in the restaurant of Yanjing Hotel. 

Accompanied by Zhao Wenlong, Chairman of the Dragon Python Group of Companies, Yan Zhengkuan, 

Deputy Director of the Municipal Public Security Bureau, led a dozen police officers from the Criminal 

Investigation Brigade to sit around two round tables. 

The table was already set with a variety of delicacies and drinks. 

When Tang Huimin, the leader of the Criminal Investigation Brigade, dressed in a police uniform, pushed 

open the door and appeared in full view of the crowd, they all gathered around. 

The room was suddenly abuzz with greetings, greetings, greetings. 

Deputy Director Yan Zhengkuan was displeased when he saw that the team members had hung 

themselves out to dry, so in order to brush up his presence, he sat on the main seat, leaned on his old 

man and beckoned to Tang Huimin, saying. 

“Little Tang, you’re here, come and sit on my side!” 

Tang Huimin took a step to Yan Zhengkuan’s side. 

“Here, let me introduce you,” Yan Zhengkuan pointed to a tall, thin man of similar age sitting to his right 

and introduced him, “This is Zhao Wenlong, chairman of the Dragon Python Group …… ” 

Zhao Wenlong stood up, shook Tang Huimin’s luxuriant hand and said, “I have heard of Captain Zhao’s 

reputation for a long time, and when I see him today, he is really different, thank you for bringing the 

murderer of my godson to justice!” 

In fact, this old man had seen Tang Huimin a long time ago, and was particularly impressed with her, and 

had secretly sent someone to collect information about her. 

Tang Huimin pulled her hand back from the old man’s hand and said, “It is our duty as police officers to 

solve cases and eliminate harm for the people, so I’m a bit embarrassed to make Zhao Dong pay for this 

tonight.” 

“Captain Tang, you’re too kind, it’s a great honour to invite everyone to the dinner!” Zhao Wenlong 

asked humbly. 

“We are all among ourselves, so there is no need for formalities,” Yan Zhengkuan pointed to the empty 

seat on his left and said to Tang Huimin, “Little Tang, sit down, let’s talk over dinner!” 

Tang Huimin saw that the team members were looking at her, so she reluctantly sat down next to him. 

Next, Yan Zhengkuan praised the public security officers of the criminal investigation team, led by Tang 

Huimin, for solving the “Wang Jianqiang murder case”, and said some grand words. 

After saying some words of gratitude to everyone, Zhao Wenlong called the dinner to order. 



At the dinner, everyone toasted to the policewoman Tang Huimin, but left the host, Chairman Zhao 

Wenlong and Deputy Director Yan, who was in charge of the Criminal Investigation Team, hanging out to 

one side. 

Yan Zhengkuan was angry that these policemen were surrounding Tang Huimin, but he tried to control 

his emotions, lifted his glass and said. 

“Captain Tang is both young and beautiful, a rare talent in our police system and a flower in our police 

department, I believe that everyone following her will solve more big and important cases, below, 

please ask Captain Tang to speak ……” 

Tang Huimin stood up, picked up a glass of wine and said to everyone: “Tonight, it is a dinner party 

specially organized for all of us by Zhao Dong, I have nothing to say, so I will borrow the flowers to offer 

Buddha and toast everyone first!” 

After everyone raised their glasses and drank, Tang Hui Min continued, “Now, Director Yan will speak.” 

Despite everyone’s dissatisfaction with Yan Zhengkuan, they gave him a round of applause. 

“Everyone, please sit down and be quiet!” Yan Zhengkuan lifted his hand up and pressed it downwards, 

lifted a glass of wine from the table and said, “Over the years, the officers of our criminal investigation 

team, under the leadership of Captain Tang Huimin, have created many brilliant achievements, for 

which I express my heartfelt gratitude to her on behalf of the Municipal Public Security Bureau, come, 

let’s raise our glasses and drink!” 

Although this grand statement was tainted with false sentiment, it really warmed Tang Huimin’s heart, 

so she lifted her glass, clinked it with Yan Zhengkuan, and drank it all in one go. 

Because, in her heart, she knew that this old man did not have good intentions towards her, and in front 

of her subordinates, all words are superfluous, as much as possible. 

After three rounds of wine, the dishes passed five tastes. 

Tang Huimin became full of red, and her beautiful pretty face added a few charming touches, looking 

charming. 

As she was not capable of drinking, she became drunk in no time. 

Zhao Wenlong registered for room 1008 at the Yanjing Hotel in advance, and after he handed over the 

room payment to Yan Zhengkuan, Yan Zhengkuan asked Zhou Peng to help Tang Huimin into the room 

together to rest. 

Yan Zhengkuan felt that Tang Huimin was a female comrade and it was inconvenient to take care of her 

in the room, and finding that she was only drunk and would be fine after a short rest, he led Zhou Peng 

back to the restaurant. 

By now, the dinner party was over. 

Zhao Wenlong arranged for Yan Zhengkuan to lead the police officers to go ahead and sing karaoke 

together in a large private room at the Red Capital City nightclub located on the fourth floor of the hotel. 



…… 

Click! 

A door slammed and a tall, thin man used his room card to open the door to room 1008 before pushing 

it open and then dodging into the room. 

It turned out that the old man was Zhao Wenlong, the chairman of the Dragon Python Group of 

Companies, who had long coveted the beautiful police girl Tang Huimin through his covert investigation 

of her. 

In order to get Tang Huimin, this evening, he asked Yan Zhengkuan to ask Tang Huimin out to a dinner 

party on the pretext of thanking the public security police. 

During the dinner, when everyone was not paying attention, he secretly put a few drops of a special 

drug containing hypnotic effects into Tang Huimin’s glass of wine under the cover of Yan Zhengkuan. 

Normally, this drug could last for a few hours. 

“Captain Tang, Captain Tang,” Zhao Wenlong called out softly twice in Tang Huimin’s ear, then pushed 

her body with his hand, and when she did not respond, he stripped himself naked in three strokes. 

In a haze, Tang Hui Min found a magic hand grasping one of her soft, smooth, plump breasts. 

Suddenly, she woke up with a start, and to her horror, she saw a naked Zhao Wenlong smiling and 

embracing her, and was so startled that she could only struggle needlessly. 

She wanted to jump out of bed and use her taekwondo skills to defend herself, but finding her head 

dizzy and her limbs weak, she clung to her white breasts, shaking her head desperately and crying out. 

“No! Don’t come over, don’t ……” 

Ignoring her pleas, Zhao Wenlong pinned her to the bed with deadly force, stripped off her suit and bra, 

and mounted her. 

She opened her mouth wide to gasp and moan, her snow-white fingers clutching the bed cover beneath 

her 

Her beautiful features twisted in pain, her slender eyebrows furrowed together, beads of sweat running 

across her smooth cheeks onto the clean white sheets. 

When Tang Huimin noticed Zhao Wenlong lunging at her with open arms, a woman’s instinctive sense of 

protection made Tang Huimin immediately bend her arms to protect her peaks and shouted. 

“What are you …… going to do …… get away!” 

Zhao Wenlong pressed tightly against her plump and delicate body. 

Tang Huimin’s body trembled, her mind was blank at this moment, she only felt her peaks being pinched 

and painful, but she did not have the strength to resist, she just wriggled her delicate body in pain …… 

 


